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Cardinal Hop

Given by

The Senior Classes

Friday Evening, November Sixteenth
Nineteen Seventeen
1. One Step
   Let’s Go

2. One Step
   Good Bye Broadway

3. Fox Trot
   My Arabian Maid

4. Waltz
   Les Dowling
   Drigo’s Serenade

5. One Step
   Smile! Smile!! Smile!!!

6. One Step
   Emilina, My Girl

7. Fox Trot
   ‘Till the Clouds Roll By

8. One Step
   America, Here’s My Boy

9. Fox Trot
   Write Me a Letter

10. One Step
    I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time

INTERMISSION
11. One Step  
   On With the Dance

12. Fox Trot  
   Beautiful Queen of the Nile

13. One Step  
   Ching Chong

14. Waltz  
   Missouri Waltz

15. One Step  
   Over There

16. One Step  
   I Don't Want to Get Well

17. Fox trot  
   My Yokohoma Girl

18. One Step  
   They Go Wild Over Me

19. Fox Trot  
   Allah's Holliday

20. One Step  
   Through the Town

HOME SWEET HOME
Extras

1. One Step
   Melody Land

2. Fox Trot
   Some Sunday Morning

3. Waltz
   Hawaiian Nights

4. One Step
   Joan of Arc
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